Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. closet, citizen, bicycle, classes
   __________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

2. distance, enough, does, daisy
   __________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

3. photograph, fashion, plastic, license
   __________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

4. season, sense, reuse, service
   __________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________

5. zipper, yesterday, sincerely, vase
   __________________,  _________________,  _________________,  _________________
Answer Key

Alphabetical Order

1. closet, citizen, bicycle, classes
   bicycle, citizen, classes, closet

2. distance, enough, does, daisy
   daisy, distance, does, enough

3. photograph, fashion, plastic, license
   fashion, license, photograph, plastic

4. season, sense, reuse, service
   reuse, season, sense, service

5. zipper, yesterday, sincerely, vase
   sincerely, vase, yesterday, zipper